
STANDOUT AUDIO

HOTEL OF PAIN
There are many sonic highlights 
throughout this astounding lossless 
track, but for sheer dynamic range and 
eardrum-threatening levels of noise 
look no further than the climactic 
Bradstreet Hotel shoot-out. This is what 
7.1 was made for.

STANDOUT VISUAL

OUR FATHER
A short scene but Castle’s church 
meeting with Colin Salmon’s Special 
Agent Budiansky boasts astonishing 
detail, depth and clarity of colour, so 
much so that it’s possible to make out 
every pane of glass and every candle 
fl ame as they fl icker on the wind.

STANDOUT EXTRA

NEON DREAM
The best of a bad bunch, director of 
photography Steve Gainer explains 
the reasoning and the method behind 
the fi lm’s unique neon colour scheme, 
inspired by a Garth Ennis run of the 
comic series. Unfortunately, this disc 
has little else to recommend besides.
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Punisher: War Zone is only let down by some lacking extras.

The Punisher goes head-to-head 
with the villain of the piece, Jigsaw.

WITH THE EXCEPTION of Batman 
there aren’t many superheroes who 
have had such a diffi cult journey to a 
successful realisation on the big screen 
as The Punisher. The dire 1988 Dolph 
Lundgren effort was only marginally 
improved upon by Tom Jane’s slicker, 
but ultimately lacklustre, interpretation, 
which made the bizarre choice of setting 
the tale of one of Marvel’s darkest and 
most complicated characters in a sun-
drenched Tampa, Florida. Punisher: War 
Zone, on the other hand, makes no such 
mistakes. Director Lexi Alexander has 
got the tone perfect. She knows exactly 
who she is making this fi lm for and 
unashamedly delivers a fi lm so ludicrous 
and comically violent that it renders both 
previous incarnations obsolete.

In this second reboot Ray Stevenson 
portrays confl icted antihero Frank Castle, 
former undercover offi cer turned vigilante 
out for justice after the loss of his wife and 
child in a mob killing. The caricature villain 
of the piece is Dominic West’s Jigsaw, 
so-called and out for revenge on account 
of his patchwork face, a gift from Castle 

after he introduces Jigsaw to 
a glass-smashing machine, 
head fi rst. The rest of the plot is 
feather-light and serves purely 
as a bridge between each 
ultra-violent set piece, but in this 
instance we’re willing to forgive.

The fi lm drops us into the 
action from the fi rst frame. 
Bones break in their hundreds, 
bullets fl y in their thousands 
and rivers of blood saturate 
the screen. The AVC transfer 
is a thing of horrifying beauty. 
Based on Garth Ennis’s Max 
series of Punisher comics, the neon colour 
scheme jumps out of the screen against 
the solid inky blacks of a city permanently 
shrouded in darkness. Colours can look 
a little washed out at times and a heavy, 
albeit intentional, level of grain is present 
throughout, but for the most part this is a 
commendable transfer.

The same can be said for the deafening 
DTS-HD MA 7.1. The metal-heavy 
soundtrack and odd dialogue scenes 
are perfectly balanced, but it’s with the 

VERDICT

Not for everyone but there’s no 
faulting the presentation. The 
defi nitive Punisher package.
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relentless gunfi re that the 
lossless soundtrack really 
excels. Bullets fi re and echo 
around the room with the 
clarity and bang you would 
expect were Castle to be stood 
next to you.

Despite the solid 
presentation Lionsgate has 
failed to deliver on the extras 
with an SD digital copy hardly 
making up for barely 20 
minutes of featurettes and a 
bland commentary. A missed 
opportunity in this sense, but 

then again it isn’t everyday you get to 
see a character literally getting his face 
punched in on screen. For this reason 
alone Punisher: War Zone is worth a spin.
JORDAN FARLEY

MORE OF
THE SAME
MAX PAYNE
Has similar aspirations 
as a revenge-fuelled 
vigilante thriller but fails in 
almost every respect with 
PG-13 levels of violence 
sitting uncomfortably 
against the drug-fuelled 
subject matter.

“IT ISN’T EVERYDAY YOU GET TO SEE A CHARACTER 
LITERALLY GETTING HIS FACE PUNCHED IN ON SCREEN”

PUNISHER: WAR ZONE
FRANK CASTLE FINALLY DONE JUSTICE IN HD

ISSUE NINETEEN  HIGH DEFINITION REVIEW

EXTRAS
Audio Commentary 
With Lexi Alexander 
And Steve Gainer • ‘The 
Making Of The Punisher: 
War Zone’ (9 mins) (HD) 
• ‘Meet Jigsaw’ (3 mins) • 
‘Training To Become The 
Punisher’ (6 mins) (HD) 
• ‘The Weapons Of The 
Punisher’ (4 mins) (HD) 
• ‘Creating The Look Of 
The Punisher’ (3 mins) 
(HD) • Theatrical Trailer 
• MOLOG Functionality • 
Digital Copy

FEATURE DETAILS
Release date: Out now
Director: Lexi Alexander
Cast: Ray Stevenson, 
Dominic West, Colin 
Salmon, Julie Benz
Cert: R
Distributor: Lionsgate
Year made: 2008
Running time: 103 mins

DISC DETAILS
Audio: DTS-HD Master 
Audio 7.1
Visual: 2.35:1
Number of discs: 2
Layers: Dual-layer
Region free: No
Price at DVDWorldUSA: 
£14.99

Jigsaw’s face looks even more 
gruesome displayed in high definition.
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